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Summary
Among the major developing
nations, India is facing serious and
persistent water resources crisis owing to a
growing imbalance of supply and demand.
The simultaneous effects of agricultural
growth, industrialization and urbanization
coupled with declining surface and
groundwater quantity, intra and interstate
water disputes, and inefficiencies in water
use practices are some of the crucial
problems faced by India’s water sector. The
effects of climate variability and change,
including increasing frequency of extreme
phenomena (e.g. flood episodes, tropical
storms or drought episodes) and reduced
water flows from melting glaciers, are also
creating pressures on scarce water supplies
(Pegram, 2009).
The water challenge is
fundamentally related to agriculture.
Irrigated agriculture, to buffer climate
variability, is the dominant water user in
India, accounting for nearly 90% of all
consumptive use. India has the second
highest net irrigated area (52 Million
hectares) in the world behind China and the
expansion of irrigation facilities, along with
consolidation of the existing systems has
been a key strategy for increasing food
security.
Lately however, the
interdependence of water and business has
been emerging as a critical issue. With the
shift in paradigm, the concept of “corporate
risk” around water has transpired as a hot
topic raising awareness of the diverse ways
in which water use can pose substantial
threats to businesses in certain regions and
sectors. In many developing countries and
emerging markets, providing a sufficient
supply of drinking water or ensuring working
waste water systems is a daunting
challenge. Even as businesses seek to
secure long-term prosperity, to maintain
competitive advantage and brand
differentiation, and to secure stability and

choice in supply chains, depending on the
type of business there will be different levels
and types of risks related to increasing
scarcity of water (WWF, 2009).
While industries account for 18% of
water use directly, the (agricultural)
supply side of a supply chain in almost
all major industries is at risk owing to
climate variability and demand induced
water scarcity.
The implications for us are clear:
meeting the water needs of society,
business and the environment in the future
will be heavily constrained by the scarcity
and quality of freshwater. As competition for
water increases across different use
sectors, the temporal variability in available
supply leads to increasing pressure to
develop surface storage, or to use
groundwater resources. Quite a few studies
have suggested that water storages can
enhance both water and economic security
and agricultural productivity (White, 2005).
Consequently, while it is interesting to
explore (the magnitude and extent of) water
stress at a national or continental scale,
ultimately one needs analyses that directly
highlight the water stress faced locally
relying on endogenous supply which may
have substantial temporal variability, and
relative to an existing or projected demand
scenario.
Currently, the planned water storage
capacity in India is quite dismal. It is also
unclear whether additional storage
capacity in India should be centralized in
the form of conventional large reservoirs
and interbasin water transfer schemes,
or decentralized and distributed in the
farmers’ fields and at the level of the
microwatershed and village or some
combination of these two extremes. The
apparent conflict in policy choice poses a
serious constraint in efforts to develop
appropriate policies for sustainable and
integrated water management.
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In light of the above, the analysis
presented in this paper is posited on the
presumption that the appropriate choice for
water development and management in
India needs to be made on the basis of
clear scientific criteria of the spatial
locations (and the magnitude) of water
deficits in terms of variability in supply and
demands. Along with this, the impact of
cumulative deficits over time (e.g., multiyear
drought impacts) on available surface and
groundwater resources is also germane.
In this paper we introduce a new
measure of water stress - spatially
distributed and integrated over time
variations in water supply and demand to
provide metrics to specifically assess water
risk posed by within-year and over-year
variations in renewable water supply.
We explore the application of
such indices at a district level in India
considering over a hundred year data set
of rainfall - endogenous to each district
as the renewable supply, and the current
consumption pattern.

We develop the Potential Storage
Index (PSI) model to capture the influence
of within year rainfall patterns (PSIintra) and a
cumulative multi-year run (PSIMY) to
demonstrate the effect of multiyear droughts
and water shortages within the country (Fig
1). The magnitude of water deficits can
be interpreted as the storage required to
meet the current demand pattern given a
variable climate and renewable water
supply.
Based on the magnitude of water
deficits as small or large, there is a
considerable array of surface and subsurface water storage and management
options ranging from small-scale rainwater
harvesting, networks of decentralized
reservoirs, artificial groundwater recharge
and big dams. The right investment and
planning for storage can significantly
lessen the vulnerability and reduce
water-related risks, increase the
resilience of the system to periodic
shocks and influence policy for altering
the unsustainable use patterns.

Figure 1. Conceptual representation of a two-year period of the potential storage requirement
based on the sequent peak algorithm. By designing the system for the worst dry periods (based
on the historic records) in the sequence, this method provides a robust measure of the ability to
meet the demands without failure.
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Approach: New Water Stress Index
The new Water Stress Index
proposed here is based on the sequent
peak algorithm that is commonly used for
sizing and operations of reservoirs. It
quantifies the water storage capacity
needed to meet the different demands for a
given stochastic realizations of supply (Lall
and Miller 1988; Loucks et al. 1981). Water
deficit is defined as the difference between
the water demand and maximum renewable
water supply for a given district. The
analyses have been done at the level of
districts - the smallest administrative unit for
which the required data are available. This
scale is also consistent with the fact that
water is a local subject, and action on water
issues often corresponds to political entities
with jurisdiction over a political jurisdiction. .
As demonstrated in Figure 1, two
types of storage estimates were developed
to capture the influence of intra-annual and
inter-annual variability in rainfall. PSIintra is
estimated separately for each of the 104
years considering the within-year rainfall
pattern in each year. This provides an
indication of the storage necessary to meet
the demands during a single year. In
addition to this, a cumulative 104 year-run
estimates the PSIMY to demonstrate the
effect of multiyear droughts. PSIMY indicates
the storage required to meet the total
demand within a district under multi-year
drought situations and where average
demand persistently exceeds the average
supply.
The estimated index informs
strategies for water development and
resource management via small
impoundments (requiring no carry over
storage); large reservoirs designed for
reliable supply to buffer intra and interannual varaibility; and interbasion transfers
and shifts in crop acreage in regions having
chronic and persistent water shortage.

Spatial Categorization of Storage Needs:
Large, medium or small?
Figure 2 shows the spatial
distribution of the magnitude of water
deficits and (type of) storage requirements
for India. The three categories identified in
red, blue and green have been developed
based on where PSIMY is equal to, greater
than or much greater than the largest of the
maximum cumulative deficit over 104 years
(max(PSIintra)).

Figure 2. Spatial categorization of the
magnitude and distribution of water deficits
and storage requirements in India.

The districts shown in blue have
PSIMY = max(PSIintra) and typically have a
periodic cycle (with yearly frequency) for the
temporal distribution of the cumulative
deficit, which increases during the dry (nonmonsoon) spell and decreases again with
the advent of monsoon. The regions under
this category have high mean annual
precipitation between 1250 and 3500 mm
and low inter-annual variability in rainfall.
This implies that within year storage that
can tap the seasonal rains will be sufficient
to meet the water demands. This can
preferably be met by small scale and
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decentralized storages like rain water
harvesting, small reservoirs and water
demand management – all of which are
sufficient to meet within year demands and
requires no infrastructural planning for carry
over storage.
The districts where the PSIMY is
larger than the largest of the maximum
cumulative deficit over 104 years (i.e., PSIMY
> max(PSIintra)) are identified in red. These
regions normally have high water deficits,
experiences periodic multiyear droughts and
requires large inter annual or carry over
storages to meet the existing demands. As
it follows, the storage requirements most
suitable for these regions should include
plans for storage to buffer the variability in
current supply with enough carry over
storage keeping in mind the drought and
deficit patterns.
The regions in green have very large
cumulative deficits where the average
demand persistently exceeds that of supply
i.e. PSIMY >> max(PSIintra). The districts
falling in this category in the North West
also happens to be the seat of green
revolution in India and consequently one of
the most intensively irrigated and populated
in South Asia. Based on the excessive
water deficits, these areas typically
demonstrate unsustainable use patterns as
is evidenced by high groundwater extraction
rates noted in the region (Tiwari et al.,
2009).
Implications

The new water stress index focuses on
stress as defined through a temporal
integration of deficit at a daily resolution,
rather than using annual averages, and
hence can be examined at different
levels of aggregation, e.g., seasonal,
annual or over the period of record.

The index directly informs storage
requirements needed to meet the
projected supply-demand imbalance at
desired levels of reliability (explicit or
implicit), and hence can be connected
more directly to infrastructure, planning
or water conservation needs.
One can use the index developed to
explore the issue of small versus large
storage infrastructure, assuming for the
nonce that surface water storage is the
mechanism of interest. This informs the
current debate in India between those
who lobby for large centralized storage
and trans-basin diversions, and those
who argue that small, farm level
storages are all that is needed.
For climate informed analyses of
water stress, the index emphasizes
that the climate information needs
to properly represent the time
sequence of supply and demand,
and not just average seasonal or
annual values, to be of value for
decision making.
For India, the analyses as presented do
reveal the difference between a withinyear and a long term perspective and
highlight how the population and
agricultural intensity has generated hot
spots of stress. The impact of proposals
for moving rice from the Punjab, in the
Northwest, to say a wetter region, can
be assessed in this context.
One can use the index developed to
explore the issue of small versus large
storage infrastructure, assuming that
surface water storage is the mechanism of
interest. This informs the current debate in
India between those who lobby for large
centralized storage and trans-basin
diversions, and those who argue that small,
farm level storages are all that is needed.
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An interesting question that emerges
is whether the low rice yields in the unirrigated East can be improved if a
modest amount of irrigation storage, as
indicated in our analyses were to be
provided in that region. The implications
for shifting cropping patterns that moves
water intensive crops like rice and cotton
from water stressed regions have been
explained in another white paper (Devineni,
Perveen and Lall, 2011).
If such an arrangement is feasible
from a social, institutional and biophysical
perspective, then much of the concern with
India’s water and food security could be
alleviated without significant modifications of
the landscape or aquifers. Our current
research at the Columbia Water Center is
exploring the possibility of implementing
such options.
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